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from 7 a.m. - 7 p.m. Girls/guys cannot
say anything in person (phone calls
don't count) to a member of the oppo
site sex unless it pertains to the foot
ball game.
If they do talk they must give up
their ribbon to the person they talk to.
The ribbons that are collected must be
turned in at the D/C before 7 p.m. that
day. The persons who collect the most
ribbons will be awarded Mr. Irresis
tible/Miss Irresistible at the Pep Ral
ly on Saturday.
On Saturday, each wing will enter
a decorated car in the first ever Krazy
Kar competition. This is an important
contest as intramural points will be
awarded to the winning wings. Your
P.A. has more information about this
event.
Other weekly events include: Color
Day on Monday, SAC Rollerskating
and movies on Wednesday, Hat Day

Spirit Week/ Homecoming '82

and Bonfire on Thursday, Iron Man/Iron Woman Competition on Friday
and the Pep Rally Luncheon on Satur
day. Show some spirit and get in
volved in Homecoming this year!
There are numerous special events
planned to entertain you this Home
coming weekend of October 15-17.
On Friday night students and their
guests have a choice of al play or a
concert. The comedy, YOU CAN'T
TAKE IT WITH YOU, wll be well
worth your time on either Friday or
Saturday night.
Tom Netherton, a Lawrence Welk
show performer who was born in Mu
nich, Germany, will perform a cele
bration of the love of Christ. His style
bridges various musical tastes and
appeals to young and old alike.
On Saturday there will be schedule
changes for meals in the D/C before
the Pep Rally. Next week a complete

Monday Tuesday
Wednesday
Serenade Night Miss Irresistible Contest
Color Day

Thursday
Hat Day

Girls 9:00 - 9:45 p.m. SAC Rollerskating
Guys 9:45 - 10:30 p.m. SAC Movie "Bridge over the River Kwai" Bonfire 9 p.m.

The men of Fourth Floor Morris
conducted the second annual "Fire
Drill" at Olson Hall Tuesday evening,
September 28.
At approximately 10 p.m., two am
bulances and a firetruck manned by
the guys of Fourth Morris took off
from the front of Morris Hall. With
blazing sirens and flashing lights,
they circled the loop once and then ar
rived at their destination behind Olson
Hall.
The girls in the hall evacuated
their rooms upon hearing the buzzing
of fire alarms throughout the dorm.
The girls, once they got outside, were
served refreshments by the Pent
house men. Because it was cold and
many of the girls had studies, the guys
served the punch and cookies quickly.
When everyone had been served the
guys then carried the girls back to
their rooms on stretchers.
The event was planned by P.A.'s
Jay Case and Mark Cornfield with

Krazy Kar Competition
Football Game

manity is the vulnerable, open quality
hat makes leaders seem human.
Openness and a desire to do the best
you can are neccesities.
Genuine humility was the second
quality mentioned. "It's tough to be
humble when you know you're good,"
Lehman stated, tongue-in-cheek.
Leaders must evaluate their motives
and not work to impress people; work
only for the glory of God.
Absolute honesty was the third
leadership quality. A person's integri
ty is often challenged so it is imper
ative for the Christian to remain
simple and aim for a goal.
Lehman summed up his 50-minute
talk with a question and answer ses
sion. At one minute before 8:00 stu
dents were dismissed, although
Lehman remained for a more infor
mal time of talking.

A new era in term paper prepara brarian, who also handles the Tay
tion may be coming to Taylor with the lor's inter-library loan program. He
addition of the DIALOG information has spent three years at Wheaton Col
retrieval system in the Ayres-Memo- lege instituting DIALOG there.
rial Library.
For more information on the sys
The system was installed during tem and its uses contact Mr. Phillips
the last week of September and is now in the library. He mentioned that until
in full operation here. Its main pur October 15 no charges will be made
pose is to provide bibliographies on for DIALOG'S use. After that date
given topics of research. The main free time will be scheduled for differ
computer is located in Palo Alto, Cali ent data base each month and the li
fornia. It consists of over 100 online brary will utilize the News of the Day
to keep students updated on the free
indexes called data bases.
The service is being coordinated data base of the month.
by Mr. Roger Phillips, reference li
'the DIALOG system has been

lyn's two main issue concerns for this
semester are nuclear weapons and
the responsibility of Christian stew
ardship.
As a means of educating the stu
dent body about issues, regular arti
cles will appear in the Echo. Special
guest speakers, seminars, films, and
debates will be used as additional
tools to further develop the issues pre
sented by the articles.
Marilyn is a senior political sci
ence major from Marion, Indiana. If
you are interested in helping develop
Taylor's issue awareness contact her
at 998-2175.

Law Caravan for
Admissions Announced

New Library Service in DIALOG

around since 1969, but only in past five
years has it grown in leaps and
bounds to its present nationwide serv
ice range. The system is popular to
businesses who use the information in
making manufacturing decisions.
It is also a necessity in most large
school libraries. Its usefulness in pre
paring bibliographies cannot be un
derestimated. The system, coupled
with the inter-library loan service, is
a notable impetus to the preparation
of a well developed term paper.
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Saturday
Pep Rally Luncheon

Marilyn Hall TSO's
Issues Coordinator

Olson Annual "Fire Drill"

•

Iron Man/ Iron woman
Competition 4 p.m.

Dr. Lehman Speaks

"My goal is to challenge people to
think about world events and make
them aware of their ability to impact
them," says Marilyn Hall, the new Is
sues Coordinator for the Taylor Stu
permission from security, Olson Hall dent Organization.
"By developing and presenting na
Director Debbie White, and Morris
Hall Director Jim Hendrix. Both the tional or international issues to the
fire truck and the ambulances came student body from an objective stand
from the Upland Volunteer Fire De point, presenting both the pros and
partment and Ambulance Service, re cons of the issue," says Marilyn, "I
hope to provide the stimulus that will
spectively.
Because Olson has a number of fire force people to decide what they think
exits, it was relatively easy for the about that issue."
Marilyn will be responsible for
girls to file out. The P.A.'s in Olson
knew about "the drill" and were in coordinating the issue development
control of the situation in case there and education program of TSO. Mari
would have been any panic or disor
der.
The main reason for "the drill"
Hendrix explained, "is to have
fellowship and interaction with the
girls. I thought it went over well,
Indiana University at Bloomington is
Fourth loves doing crazv things like
hosting a Law Caravan on Tuesday,
that."
October 19 from 1-4:30 p.m. at Alumni
"We had a blast," said Case. "We Hall on the I.U. Campus.
came up with a crazy idea and every
More than sixty law schools will be
body participated. Hopefully the girls
represented that day, including Har
thought it was fun."
vard, New York University and Notre
Dame. This is not the first time such
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Friday
Mr. Irresistible Contest

October 11 Dr. Stephen Kennel: present policies in the field. He will 1982-83 Science Seminar Series, draw
"Monoclonal Antibodies; Biology Di draw from two recent botanical sym ing speakers from many different
vision; Silver Bullets in Cancer; Oak posiums, one in NYC and the other in fields and interests groups. Speakers
Ridge National Lab research"
London. He will also interact with the come from all over the United States
October 18 Dr. Paul Rothrock: Endangered Species Act and its im from Dallas, Texas to Durham, New
"Endangered; Dept. of Biology; Spe pact on the area of conservation.
Hampshire. Many are experts in their
cies Conservation"
Funding for the Science Seminar is specialized fields and generally pre
October 25 Dr. Garrett Crow "Bo available through many sources, both sent provocative and relevent topics.
tanical Expedition University of N.H. private and governmental. The Sci
The educational experience in at
to the Soviet Union" Department of ence Division Budget is responsible tending a seminar is valuable to those
Biology
for much of the funding with the interested and all students are invited
Dr. Rothrock's lecture will include Dean's Fund Stipend and industrial to attend.
observations on the legal aspect of im grants taking the rest.
plementing conservation techniques
Dr. Elmer Nussbaum of the Sci
as well as the practical outworkings of ence Department is coordinating the

"Servant Leadership" was the appli
cable topic Dr. Lehman choose to
speak about on October 28 at the An
nual Fall Leadership Seminar. Leh
man spoke to a group of thirty to forty
promising individuals in the C/A. The
meeting, although open to anyone,
was attended mostly by students who
currently hold leadership positions on
campus.
Lehman opened up by relating his
initial reactions when hearing that a
leader should be a servant. "What?
That's absurd - a leader and a servant
are as different as light and dark!"
As he pondered the subject, Leh
man discovered it can be done. "It
was great news - it revolutionized my
life." Leaders must be givers, not tak
ers, he emphasized.
Lehman made three main points
that the Christian leader/ servant
should follow. First, transparent hu
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itinerary will be printed so watch for
it.
The Pep Rally on Saturday is a
must for all Taylorites! There will be
pie-eating contest, awards will be
given and a true Taylor spirit will be
fostered.
Saturday night there will be a musical program entitled "Thinking of
Yesterday: A Collection of Musical
Thoughts." The program will feature
a variety of styles of music performed
by the music department ensembles.
On Sunday the Homecoming
Worship Service will be given by
President Gregg 0. Lehman in the Rediger Chapel/ Auditorium.
the weekend, although full, promises to be a special time for all in
volved.

Rothrock Highlights October Science Seminars
Dr. Paul Rothrock from the De
partment of Biology at Taylor Univer
sity will present a lecture on
"Endangered Species Conservation"
during the October 18 Science Semi
nar. Two others will also be given dur
ing the month of October.
The Science Seminar Series is in
its eighteenth year at Taylor and
meets every Monday at 4 p.m. in SL
102. In past years it has been a forum
of enlightenment in the fields of Com
puter Science, Biology and Chemistry
to name a few.
This month's topics are:

2
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Thinking of You; Homecoming 1982
This year's Homecoming is taking
on some changes that will make it dif
ferent from any Homecoming in the
past. This year there is a greater ef
fort for students to become involved
with. This involvement is called Spirit
Week. Spirit Week is a succession of
student activities leading up to the
Homecoming game on Saturday.
Tuesday night of Spirit Week has been
planned as Serenade Night.- Each
guy's wing is encouraged to work up a
few songs to serenade at the girls'
dorms and each girls' wing to sere
nade at the guy's dorms. The girls will
serenade from 9:00-9:45 and the guys
will serenade from 9:45-10:30.
Also new this year are the Miss Ir
resistible/Mr. Irresistible Contests.
Guys are to get a ribbon from the
P.A.'s to wear on Wednesday from 7
a.m. to 7 p.m. Girls are to get a ribbon
from their P,A.'s to wear on Friday

:

an event has been held at I.U. al
though it is the first time that private
schools like Taylor have been formal
ly invited.
The caravan is sponsored by the
Health Professions and Prelaw Infor
mation Center, the Undergraduate
Life Division of I.U.
Mr. Philip Loy in RC 231 is coordi
nating Taylor's participation in the
events and has further information
about attendance. Transportation will
be provided by the Career Planning
and Placement Office for those inter
ested; Mr. Loy has the details on that
also.
Caravans of this sort have been
beneficial to Taylor students in the
past and all potential law students are
urged to attend. It is not known if oth
ers will take place this year at differ
ent institutions, but this opportunity is
good for those interested.
The law school admissions process
can be very confusing and uncertain.
The caravan will be useful to ease the
ominousness of the whole process.

Tennis Ready For Nationals!
see page 4 for story

Business Tops
Majors Survey
A recent survey of the Records Of
fice has revealed that the majority of
Taylor students major in the fields of
Business, Education and Computer
Science.
The study shows that more than
300 students have declared majors in
the business related fields, namely
Accounting, Economics, and Busi
ness. The next closest major is Educa
tion with approximately 150 declared
majors.
The Bible related majors number
just over 100 with 70 of those in the
field of Christian Education. The sci
ence including Computer Science
make up nearly 300 declared majors
with Psychology pulling in 97.
Social Work and Political Science
majors add up to 84, each claiming 42.
In the ares of music and art there are
a total of 64 majors with art claiming
10 more students than music.

Less than one half of the students
at Taylor are enrolled in strict liberal
arts majors. These include literature
and philosophy among others.
For strict vocational purposes
business and its related fields are
prime targets. Although Computer
Science may be approaching that long
time numerically superior major, it
still has a long way to go.
•
Some of the majors are more con
ducive to achieving the B.A. over the
B.S. degree, the only difference being
a two year language requirement. For
the B.A. in the liberal arts fields, how
ever, the B.A. is most times a require
ment for graduation, in essence
mandating the language requirement.
Business will undoubtedly remain
Taylor's emphasis considering the
number of majors in the field and the
quality of the program at present.

ICC Community
Awareness
There are needs to be met all over
the world, but this year Inter-Class
Council is working towards increasing
community awareness. We have a tre
mendous mission field within walking
distance from our dorm rooms. We
want to meet the needs of this very
special mission field: Upland, India
na.
There are many different needs,
but we plan to focus our attention on
the economy in a small way. We plan
to provide turkeys and complements
for Thanksgiving for some families
that might not be able to afford a spe
cial meal. This small act will show
them that we really do know that they
exist in our world, and we do care.

Now, your part: We need the whole
Taylor community to set some money
back for this project. You" say that's
hard to do with the expense of school,
but we all have some extra change
and bills that we can spare. (We
scrape it together for Hoes!)
Starting this Monday, October 11,
there will be containers at each hall
desk in which you can drop your dona
tion.
We're not twisting anyone's arm to
donate, but we want everyone to real
ize that the community of Upland ex
ists around us, and this project is just
one easy way to show the love of
Christ to some very special people.

Taylor Graduate in
the Political Arena
by K. Marshall
iThe following article is the first in a series
on Tavlor alumni running for political office in
1982.)

In Ohio, the 13th Congressional dis
trict is busy with Taylor alumni cam
paigning for 1979 graduate Tim
Martin.
Tim is a Republican challenging
three time incumbent Don Pease
Helping with his campaign effort are
three Taylor graduates, Tom McCabe, Tom Mcwatters and Dave Roesener.
Tom McCabe, also a 1979 graduate,
is a consultant to the campaign. He is
based in Washington, DC. Tom McWatters is the campaign manager. He
left Taylor only last Spring along with
Dave Roesner, who is also taking part
in the campaign effort.
Unseating an incumbent is no easy
proposition, and the Republicans in
the 13th district recognize the obsta
cles. Economically the incumbent is
in far better shape, although McWatters did say that the challenger has
raised more money in the district than
the incumbent.
The main issue in the race, as in
most races this year, is unemploy

ment. The Tim Martin Election Com
mittee released a revitalization
package on October 1. The program
calls for private sector initiative in re
storing economical equilibrium to the
area.
The Taylor graduates taking part
in the campaign expressed the posi
tive influence of Taylor on them and
the campaign. "This is a Taylor ef
fort This campaign is a reflection of
what we learned and experienced at
Taylor University."
Tom McWatters considers the
campaigning lifestyle to be verv
much fifce the college experience
You don t get to sleep in as much "
he said but you do have to use Jvour
brain.
This is the first time Tim has at
tempted to gain a Congressional seat
His background includes a two vear
olu- company. T.P. Martin Corp
which does cable television instalfation and research. He has a B A in
Business from Taylor, and was the
student body president in 1978.
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Editorials
The Media Perspective

The 1980's - The Decade or Repression
by Kevin Marshall
The first decade of my life consis
ted of anti-war riots and drug related
music. The second decade brought the
Me-generation, "sexual freedom"
and drug-related music. Now we are
caught up in the 1980's, the decade of
repression.
Drug-related music has stuck with
us, but not the sexual revolution. It is
waning at the hands of a disease
called herpes. Demonstrations are on
the way out too, even a simple rally
against nuclear power is hard to fi
nance with all the budget cuts taking
place. The conservative movement
has come into its own, bringing the in
herent repressions that so easily put
one to sleep.
As youngsters in a world of war weary, jobless and generally burnt out
adults, it is difficult at best to even
conceive of the America they started
out with. Imagine forty years of raw
unadulterated capitalism, while I am
only 21 and already tired of keeping
up with the Jones' not to mention the
Smith's and Davis'.
Consider the military actions they
have witnessed or been a part of. The
occasional peace rallies that take

place now are a mere echo of the dem
onstrations of the late 60's and early
70's. People actually died at those
events, but now they sue if an arm is
broken while arm wrestling a friend
on the grounds of an unbuilt nuclear
power plant. It is said that then they
carried a rock in either pocket, and a
billy club under the front seat and that
those were the conservative folks of
the day.
Now there is a fog of repression,
both personal and national, and the
eighties have been caught right in the
middle of it. Social, environmental,
religious and political repressions
dominate the headlines. Most are ac
cepted without question and even the
most miniscule issues are band tied
about in a life or death fashion.
The values of today reflect the
movement. Vocation is the key to suc
cess, while intellectualism is shunned
outright or praised as the means to
the end, which is the vocation. The
worst vice a young person can fall into
today is not smoking or swearing but
thinking freely. Free thought got
caught up in the rush along with dem
onstrations hut peoDle are being em

Np Longer Edi-bore-ial
by Marcia Harness
I can see it now. . .the palm trees
are swaying, the tropical breeze softly
blows and the waves gently lap the
glistening, moonlit sand. It's a gor
geous, warm evening, but nearby a
Hobie Cat is beached, torn on the
rocks.
By the next day, my friend and I
have devoured the remnants of the
chicken salad sandwiches and Cokes
and have begun to tire of playing 2man Euchre. . .and still the trees
sway, breeze blows and waves lap just
the same. The next day we are even
hungrier, but nothing can be found but
palm fronds.
Then, out of the ocean, a small
white object begins to bob toward
shore. It's a fish. . .it's a bot
tle. . .it's a supercooler! We rush to
find the goodies inside, and as we fi
nally pry it open we find two pieces of
a Domino's pizza. Period. And we're
getting to the point where napkins
would almost look tasty, not to men

The Echo
77-7
Assistant Editor
Business Manager

ployed as long as they keep vocation
in their sights. Yet all the vocation re
lated information between my ears
has not made the unemployment situ
ation significantly better. Maybe em
ployment is being repressed too, but
that is another story.
Soon something will happen to turn
the tide. The mind can only handle so
much pressure and soon the Jones'
will be so far ahead in things that I
won't even bother to try.
It would be pointless to reminisce
about the past for too long. People still
wonder if all the spent time was worth
the many lost lives. It would be equal
ly pointless to ponder the future, it's
too much like discussing the good and
bad parts of a movie before it is
viewed.
The present is all we have, and
storms like the current conservative
movement are weathered easily with
a sense of humor and good perspec
tive. In the meantime we can all get
jobs and work on improving our stan
dards of living, either through educa
tion or vocation.

A|| s Fair in Love

tion anchovies! Now what? Do each of
us eat a piece and stay relatively hun
gry, or do we flip a coconut to see who
get both pieces?
Now, of course, Jesus said a lot
about learning not be selfish. "And do
not forget to do good and to share with
others, for with such sacrifices God is
pleased" (Heb. 13:16). I think most of
us could handle the prospect of having
to share the precious pizza.
But then, there's one step further
to deal with. "Do nothing out of selfish
ambition or vain conceit, but in humil
ity consider others better than your
selves" (Phil. 2:3). Uh oh. Here we
run into problems. If I must be more
concerned about his health than mine,
then. . .1 guess that means I give
HIM the BIG piece. I'll take the little
shriveled-up one that all the pepperoni fell off of. Sigh.
"Hold on, mate," before that pizza
goes down the hatch, there's one more
think to consider. Jesus also said,

"Greater love has no one than this,
that one lay down his life for his
friends" (John 15:13). That's a tough
model. That doesn't mean flipping for
the pizza; it doesn't even mean shar
ing it. That's downright giving yours
away. Mushrooms, sauce, crumbs
and all. That's serious business, folks.
I wonder if we'd be able to give it
all away in a situation like that. It
would be so simple of a solution to ex
pect to share the pizza. But is that
what God really wants of us? Sure, in
some cases. But sometimes he asks us
to actually sacrifice things that are
very precious to us, like relationships,
or habits, or even our very suste
nance. Jacob very nearly sacrificed
the one thing he loved perhaps the
most in the world: Isaac, his son. But
he didn't try to compromise with God.
He didn t ask for half of the pizza
("God, just take him away from me to a faraway land or something") or
even the crust ("God, take him if you
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by Joe Jeter
Last week the Constitutional Reagan Administration initially em
Amendment to balance the budget braced) that by the second year of tax
failed to make it out of the House of cuts the budget deficit was supposed
Representatives. Reagan pledges to to be high until the beginning of eco
make a campaign issue of this move nomic recovery. Then when economic
by Democrats in the House. The Sen recovery began, there would be more
ate had previously approved the mea people from which to acquire tax rev
enues. Therefore, there would be
sure.
To me, the Reagan administration more revenue covering the bulk of the
has produced both positive and neg deficit. However, the Reagan Admin
ative results from its economic propo istration has been turning back slowly
sals. This proposal was not one of the on its original proposal. This was first
evident through the tax increase
best.
When I was in Washington I had passed this summer and the embrac
the opportunity to attend the kick-off ing of the constitutional amendment
rally for this amendment to the consi- to balance the budget.
The major problem with the Rea
titution. There was a lot of hoopla
around the initial proposal but to- me gan economic plan is that no one is
the proposition of the Amendment re really sure what the plan entails now.
flected that the Reagan administra The Reagan Administration needs to
tion must be conceding to defeat of its regroup before 1984 and find a way to
reduce the deficit legitimately with
original economic plan.
I got the impression from Dr. Taf- out having to force itself to balance it
fer (the economist whose theory the by amendment.

My Perspective
War and Pizza
must, but PLEASE don't make me do
it!!") Jacob sacrificed all he had. He
put the whole pizza on the line, no
questions asked. He didn't appeal to a
higher court or demand a warranty or
threaten to sue the delivery boy. He
didn't throw the pizza in God's face
either. He just quietly gave it away,
and that was all.
Well, you know the end of the story.
Issac didn't have to die after all. But
many times in our lives we may have
to go to the mountain of the Lord and
make sacrifices at his request or com
mand. I pray that we all will give it up
willingly and then rejoice. "I have
learned to be content whatever the
circumstances. . .whether well-fed
or hungry. . .1 can do all things
through Christ who strengthens me"
(Phil 4:11-13). With God's help, we'll
give that pizza to the other guy stand
ing in the scorching sand, with his
mouth watering; and we'll forget our
own, and rejoice in watching him eat!

Skip-A-Meal
WHAT: Give up your meal to help stu
dents go out on summer and spring
break mission projects.
WHEN: Tuesday, October 12
WHERE: Sign up on your wing, offcampus people sign up at the DC.
NOTICE: Off-Campus people can use
either lunch or dinner - everyone else
must use dinner meal.
PLEASE sign up! If you don't, the
money from your meal doesn't do us
any good!

Focus on Brazil
Colossus of the South
Rio. Amazon. Brazil has almost al
ways evoked one or the other of these
images. Rio de Janeiro: spectacular
setting for year-round sunbathing on
legendary beaches and once-a-year
pandemonium during the garish CARNEVALE: a place to visit. The Am
azon: endless, muddy river in the
midst of an enormous, impenetrable
wilderness; a place to stay away
from. Neither image does justice to
one of the most complex and impor
tant countries in the world.
Rio is'neither Brazil's largest city
nor its capital. The largest, Sao Paulo,
symbolizes the country's rapid
change and has been described as
modernity run amok." The capital is
Brasilia. In 1955 the land on which it
stands was inhabited by a single
rancher. By 1960 a planned city had
arisen around architecturally avant
garde government buildings. Today
800,000 live there. Rio is an old coastal
city. Brasilia is the symbol of Brazil's
new frontier: the interior.
The Amazon is no longer change
less and impenetrable For Ameri

cans much of what is happening there
is familiar: individual pioneers clear
ing land and staking claim to it; pros
pectors panning for gold; wilderness
being used up, often with little thought
for environmental impact; conflict
between Indians and settlers ; rich re
sources being discovered and ex
ploited on a grand scale; rivers
serving as highways into the West as
long roads are being built to bring in
even more pioneers.
Brazil has always been important
simply because of its size. The coun
try is larger than the continental Unit
ed States and ranks sixth in world
population. Bordering on almost ev
ery South American country, it has
half of that continent's land and peo
ple.
But in recent years Brazil has
gained worldwide importance. Its
economy is the world's tenth largest.
Exports doubled between 1978 and
1981, and today Brazil trades more
with the southern African country of
Angola than with neighboring Peru. It
supplies great quantities of both food

and armaments to otner "third
world" countries.
Its economic problems are equally
grand in scale. Even though it has
produced tens of thousands of Volks
wagens which run on alcohol proc
essed from sugar cane, it spends more
money on imported oil than any other
developing country. Until recently it
suffered triple-digit inflation. (The
government is keeping its 1982 spend
ing increase down on only 72%.) It
owes more money (nearly $60 billion)
than any other third-world govern
ment.
Politically, Brazil is gradually
emerging from military rule into a
more democratic system. The success
or failure of its agressive devel
opment efforts will probably determine its political future.
Furthermore, since it has become
something of a model for many ambi
tious countries throughout the world,
the outcome will also have significant
effects far beyond Rio and the Am
azon.

The Reagan Administration must
be commended for slowing down the
rate of inflation. However, with a high
deficit interest rates are kept high and
the consumer cannot benefit from sta
bilized prices.
There are other factors surround
ing a balanced budget which the Rea
gan Administration must consider
when moving towards a balanced bud
get. First of all, what programs can.
take more cutting? Secondly, what
can be done to maintain Social Securi
ty? Sloving these problems so that the
people who really need these pro
grams are provided for adequately
and creating a balanced budget is a
feat.
In conclusion, the Constitution
does not need to be amended to ac
complish a balanced budget, but it
would be a great way to move the
blame for an unbalanced budget to
Congress. Moving the blame doesn't
solve problems.

Calendar
of Events
Focus on Brazil is presented by the
International Studies Committee as
part of its ongoing effort to provide
the Taylor community with opportuni
ties to become acquainted with other
cultures as well as contemporary is
sues in world affairs. The week's
events begin with the departure of
five Taylor faculty members for Han
over to attend a two-day conference
on Brazil sponsored by the Cincinnati
Council on World Affairs.
On-Campus opportunities are as
follows:
Monday - Chapel feature Prof. Dale
Sloat
Wednesday - 7 p.m. Listening Lounge
- slide presentation, commentary, and
Q & A including sampling of Brazilian
cuisine, with Prof, and Mrs. Sloat
Friday - Cincinnati Council visiting
specialist on Brazil, Dr. Wayne Selcher, appearing in the following classes:
9 a . m . RC212 ( E C O 442/HIS 3 1 1 ) ; 1
p.m. RC 234 (HIS 100); 2 p.m. RC 240
(POS 211). All members of the Taylor
community are encouraged to attend
any of these sessions.
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comes exciting when we move toward
intimacy with God through prayer.
This is seen repeatedly in the Bible.
The men who were most effective
were those who had effective prayer
lives. Perhaps the best example is
found in Jesus Himself. The gospels
are full of accounts of Jesus going ."by!
Himself to pray. For example, Mark:
1:35 reads, "Very early in the morn
ing, while it was still dark, Jesus got
up, left the house and went off to a sol
itary place where he prayed." Before
choosing his disciples, Luke 6:12 tells
us that Jesus spent the entire night in
prayer. Jesus seems to be a man of
regular prayer because Luke 5:16
says, "But Jesus often withdrew to
lonely places and prayed."
When I look at Jesus' prayer life, I
am ashamed of how little time I spend
in prayer. If Jesus who was the
mighty God in a human body, needed
to rely on prayer this much, how
muchmore do we as mere mortals
need to rely on God for everything we
do." If Jesus needed to pray as much
as He did, then how much more should
we "always pray and never give up"
(Luke 18:1). We need to learn to be in
a continual attitude of prayer, then we
can "pray continually" (IThess.
5:17). The more time we spend with
God, the closer we get to God, and the
closer we get to God, the more effec
tive our prayers will become. A funny
thing happens when we don't
pray. . nothing!

Dynamic Religious Scene
With more than 90 million people,
Brazil has more Roman Catholics
than any other country in the world.
However, only about 10% of these are
considered to be practicing. The num
ber of practicing Catholics, may even
be less than the number of practicing
- evangelicals.
Although there are about 100 dif
ferent non-catholic bodies, Pentecos
tal groups are the largest and fastestgrowing. Evangelicals in general are
growing twice as fast as the popula
tion. There are over 3,000 missiona
ries serving under more than 150
agencies. However, churches are
largely in the hands of Brazilian lead
ers. The chief difficulty is providing
enough trained pastors and other
church workers to keep up with the
growth.
It is estimated that as much as 1530% of the population is involved in
some kind of spiritist religion. In the
city of Bahia there mav be as manv as
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1,000 temples of various African cults
where deities are even worshipped in
African-language chants.
Despite the large number of nomi
nal members, the Roman Catholic
Church has been undergoing a rene
wal. The shortage of clergy has led it
to encourage the formation of 70100,000 small groups led by lay-per
sons and involving both Bible study
and discussion of social justice mat
ters.
Although about 25% of the mission
aries work with Indian tribes in the
interior, the rest minister in almost
all areas of the country and reach dif
ferent segments of the population, in
cluding much work among the very
poor. Many of those who move into
new areas of the country are partic
ularly open to the gospel.
In sum, prospects for continued
church development, particularly
among evangelical protestants, re
main bright.
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Planning a wedding? Need
advice, contacts, how to get
started?
Call Joyce Helyer,
Bridal Consultant.
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by Aaron Brown
In the last couple of weeks we have
found that the real key to effective
prayers is to know who we are talking
to. If we can have faith in our mighty
awesome loving God, then our pray
ers will reflect that, and we won't feel
that our prayers bounce off the ceil
ing. We will now look at the third rea
son for why I feel our prayers are
ineffective.
Sometimes, I feel that my prayers
bounce, not only because I don't really
expect God to answer, but also be
cause I don't pray enough.
I want you to imagine for a mo
ment that you want to become best
friends with me. However, as we be
gin to develop our relationship, we
never talk to each other. Well, maybe
once or twice a week, but then only for
an hour. Suppose I would send you let
ters every day, but you would just
throw them on the shelf and never
read them. Obviously, we would never
be able to develop a true intimate
relationship. However, so many of us
call Jesus our best friend, but we nev
er talk to Him. We may go to chapel
and church and even wing Bible stu
dy, but that doesn't create intimacy.
Intimacy with God can come only
through much prayer. James 4:8
says, "Come near to God and He will
come near to you." God has made the
first move by sending His only Son for
us, now it is up to us to go to Him. Too
many Christians settle for a mediocre
Christianity, when there is so much
more to be had. Christianity truly be

Invitations, wedding stationary
and accessories available at
a 10% discount.
348-4164
Wedding Consulting for
Receptions and Reher-

sals
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Features
You'll Laugh All the Way Home
Snakes, firecrackers, xylophones
and printing presses? Hart and Kaufman have used these unlikely ingre
dients and more to make their zany
comedy, YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH
YOU, a play you won't forget. The
Little Theatre will be popping, ping
ing and plunking as Taylor Theatre
presents this Pulitzer prize-winning
farce on October 15 and 16 (Home
coming Weekend) and again on Octo
ber 21, 22, and 23 at 8:15 p.m. The
show is being directed by Dr. Oliver
Hubbard.
Grandpa Vanderhof presides over
a household where his philosophy of
"doing what you like best" is heartily
endorsed. His clan includes daughter
Penelope who variously writes plays
or oil paints; her husband Paul, who
manufactures fireworks in the cellar
with the help of Mr. DePinna, the ice
man who arrived eight years earlier
and just sort of stayed; their older
daughter, Essie, who fancies herself a
great ballet dancer, and makes candy
as a diversion, her husband Ed, who is
fond of printing presses and xylo
phones; and Rheba, the congenial
maid and her invariably hungry boy-

riend, Donald. To complete the
scene, add one explosive Russian
ance instructor, one inebriated
would-be actress, one ex-Grand Du
chess and a variety of Government in
vestigators.
In the midst of these eccentricites
we find one "normal" granddaughter,
Alice, who has fallen in love with her
rich boss son, Tony. The unbelievable
chaos that ensues when he and his
stuffy parents come to dinner on the
wrong night provides hilarious com
plications that only Grandpa Vander
hof with all his sage wisdom can
resolve.
Grandpa Vanderhof will be played
by Barry VonLanken; Barry is a new
comer to Taylor's stage but has been
cast in numerous high school produc
tions, including the role of Paul in
YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU.
The role of Penelope will be played by
Julia Shepherd, the hysterically funny
Miss Skillon of SEE HOW THEY
RUN. Tim Kroeker and Russ Van
Dine are two veteran actors from the
Eastbrook High School stage who will
be seen as Paul Sycamore and Mr.
DePinna. The would-be artist, Essie,

will be played by Janice Shipley and MIRACLE WORKER, FIDDLER).
her husband Ed by Scott Etchison, Greg Cox and Molly Moody will play
seen last season as Sillers in INHER Mr. and Mrs. Kirby, Tony's affluent
IT THE WIND and Lane in THE IM parents.
PORTANCE OF BEING EARNEST.
The Little Theatre has undergone
Rheba will be played by Debbie Mes- yet another modest revision to pre
samore (THE MIRACLE WORKER - pare for this show. A multi-level, semi
INHERIT THE WIND) and Donald by thrust stage will suggest the Vander
Dan Krula. Lending his extensive ex hof home circa 1936. Set design is by
perience and talent to the role of Boris Dr. Hubard. The assistant to the di
Kolenkhov will be Doug Oliver whose rector is Carole Fisher.
more recent roles included Dr. AnagTickets are now on sale at the -box
nos, THE MIRACLE WORKER, and office in the communication and
last year's award-winning perfor Theatre Arts Department from 1 to 5
mance of Henry Drummond in IN p.m. weekdays. This year, tickets for
HERIT THE WIND. Gale Wallower adult and student ID holders will be
(HAMLET) will be seen as the ac $1.00. Tickets for children of ID hold
tress, Gay Wellington, and Barb Haut- ers who are under 12 years of age will
er (the delightful Miss Prism of THE be 50<f.
IMPORTANCE OF BEING EAR
All tickets must be paid for by 5
NEST) will assume the role of the ex- p.m. the afternoon before the perfor
Duchess. henderson, of the Internal mance and those tickets that are not
Revenue Service will be played by Ke paid for will be released for sale the
vin Helmuth and the G-men by craig following day. This season's new tick
Alice, Tony and Ed watch with dismay as an inebraited house guest greets
Speicher (HAMLET's ghost), Jim et guidelines have been implemented
Convy and Harvey Warwick (FIDDL to provide more efficient ticket flow the elegant Mr. Kirby with an uninvited display of affection. L-R: Gale Wallow
er, cmdy Ericson, Paul Branks and Greg Cox.
ER, INHERIT THE WIND).
and to expedite seating and curtain
The romantic leads, Alice and time. Your cooperation with this ef
Tony, will be played by Cindy Ericson fort will be greatly appreciated.
and Paul Branks (HAMLET, THE

Rhythmic Union Presents Global Fusion Music

by Christi Carter
Inner City Recording Artists,
RHYTHMIC UNION, will be perform
ing at the Rediger Chapel/ Auditori
um on Friday, October 8. Blending
classical, jazz, rock, African and Indi
an musical styles into its highly original and progressive sound,
RHYTHMIC UNION embraces the
best of both structured and impro
vised music. A reviewer for the
CHAMPAIGN-URBANA NEWS GA
ZETTE, said of their performance,
"seemingly effortless pre
cision. . .outstanding. .
RHYTHMIC UNION'S basic in
strumentation of flute, piano, guitar
and percussion is augmented by elec
tronic flute, electric guitar and a bat
tery of instruments from India, Africa
and the Far East. Instruments such
as a vibraphone, triangles, chromatic
cowbells, whistles, bongos, Ugandan
xylophone, gankogni, shekere, camelbells, gankogui, sarod, bansuri, almglauken, crotales, tanpura, darabuka
are blended to create unusual new
sounds and textures. Robert Chappell,
spokesman for RHYTHMIC UNION
says, "We call our music Global Fu
sion Music because we combine the

elements of jazz and rock with ethnic
music from all over the world."
The group's beginning can be tra
ced to 1974 when percussionist Tigger
Benford joined keyboardist-percus
sionist Robert Chappell in the Paul
Winter Consort. From 1974-78, they
toured with the Consort throughout
the U.S., Japan, Mexico and Canada
with notable performances at Carne
gie Hall, Kennedy Center, Lincoln
Center and Wolf Trap.
After leaving the Consort, Tigger
and Robert, with Chari Haines (wood
winds) performed the first RHYTH
MIC UNION concert in January 1978.
The trio returned to their native Mid
west in the fall of 1978 where, along
with cellist Hank Roberts and bassist
Jerome Cheatham, the present en
semble has since performed.
Their long-awaited first album,
"Gentle Awakening," has been on the
market for one year. Produced by In
ner City Records, New York City, the
album contains orignal music. A sec
ond album "Skywriter," recorded in
August, 1981, is now on the market.
There is no admission charge for
their performance on October 8.

Pops Concert
coming Up
Saturday, October 16th, the Music
Department will be bringing you this
year's Pops Concert "Thinking of
Yesterday," in the Rediger Cha
pel/Auditorium.
"It will be entertaining," says
Timothy Sharp, "not just a parade of
talent, but tied together with humor to
make an entire production."
The production will include pieces
ranging from the 40's all the way
through the 70's. Starting out with
George Gershwin is "I've Got
Rhythm." Some of the country and
bluegrass selections include "Rocky
Top" and "I Can't Stop Loving You."
Commemorating the 60's will be a
melody of Beetles tunes like "Think
ing of Yesterday," "If I fell in Love
with You,'" "All My Loving," "Yes

RHYTHMIC UNION

terday," "Michelle," and "I Love
Her." The Beetles leads right up to
Marvin Hamlisch's "What I Do For
Love" from the Chorus Line and "No
body Does It Better."
"We've never done a show that is
this popular in nature," says Timothy
Sharp.
The groups participating in this
performance are Taylor Sounds, Cho
rale, and the Symphonic Band. Also
performing will be faculty members
Ron Sloan, Donna Fry and TimothySharp. A suprise alumni visitor will be
the MC for the evening.
"Our music department has done
things like this before," says Timothy
Sharp, "but never on such a grand
scale."

Lamb's Players Come to Taylor On The Air: The New WTUC
by Christi Carter
Lamb's Players from San Diego,
California, will be presenting PIL
GRIM on Monday, October 11 at 7:30
p.m. in the Rediger Chapel/ Auditori
um. PILGRIM is a bright and en
ergetic adaption of John Bunyan's
PILGRIM'S PROGRESS. This lively
production follows the adventures of
Pilgrim as he makes his way toward
the Celestial City and his encounters
with diverse obstacles.
PILGRIM is an allegorical journey
which takes the audience with Pil
grim through the Slough of Desond, up
the Hill of Difficulty, to House Beauti
ful and Doubting Castle, ending fi
nally, at the Celestial City. Pilgrim is
met by a variety of characters which
include Obstinate, Pliable, Talkative
and Envy, all trying to deter him from
achieving his goal. But through faith
and persistence, Pilgrim triumphs.
PILGRIM was adapted by Tom
Key who has toured nationwide with
his one-man productions of C.S. LE
WIS ONSTAGE and THE COTTONPATCH GOSPEL OF MATTHEW
which has also enjoyed success offBroadway as a musical. Mr. Key re
ceived his Master's degree at the Uni
versity of Tennessee in 1976.
Lamb's Players will also be pre
senting TAKE JOY on Sunday, October 10. a t 7 p.m. in the
Chapel/Auditorium. TAKE JOY pro
vides "a sometimes comical but in
sightful look into the Christian's

Art Show

struggle with his old nature. It en
ables us to look at ourselves, laugh
some and learn from our mistakes. At
its heart is the question of how to
bring the old nature under control
through a renewed spirit of obedience
and joy in Jesus Christ.
The play incorporates scripture,
excerpts from contemporary Chris
tian authors and a variety of musical
selections.
Cast members include Kerry Jo
Cederbert, Deborah Gilmor, Charlie
Jones, Lance Kidd, Mary Smyth and
Robert Smyth with music design by
Mary Smyth. Barbara Jones is the
stage manager.
Lamb's Players is a non-profit per
forming arts organization that seeks
to present the hope of the historic
Christian world view in the dramatic
media of Street Theatre, Reader's
Theatre and Dance along with its resi
dent stage. The resident theatre is
committed to presenting a wide vari
ety of productions which not only en
tertain, but confront the values and
perspectives of our culture. Lamb's
Players touring companies perform
nationwide on campuses, in churches,
theatres, parks and military bases.
Tickets will be available at the
door for $1.00 with ID for the October
11 performance. There is no admis
sion charge for the October 10 perfor
mance.
Pilgrim is pointed the way to the Celestial City in Lamb's Players exuberant
production of Pilgrim. Lamb's Players National Touring Company traveling
out of San Diego, CA presents a fresh energetic adaptation of Bunyan's classic
allegory "The Pilgrim's Progress."

by Tim Himmelwright,
Some people have asked me this year,
"Tim what do you mean by the
"New" WTUC? Hasn't the station
been around since February of 1979?
Isn't it still carrier-current? You can
still find it at approximately 650 on
your AM dial, can't you?
To all these questions I return a re
sounding yes. The existence of WTUC
is still the same, but there are at the
same time many new aspects to the
station. The intent of this article is to
introduce you, to a few of these
changes.
The music portion of WTUC's pro
gramming format is new this year.
For the first time in the station's 2 1/2
year existence the music heard on
WTUC will be 100% Christian Contem
porary. In years past the station has
tried to give its listeners a mix of both
Christian and secular music. Last
spring our listeners told us that they
didn't listen to WTUC for the "mix,"

Balloon and Toons
Do something dif
ferent for that special
occasion
We specialize in:

pect of the arts. "The creative aspect
is instinctive for the artist," he said,
"and the sense of ability to appreciate
is also instinctive. A piece of art has
an inherent effect on the individual as
he/she views it."
The response evoked another is-

The interview turned out to be a
fabulous experience because of the in
tellectual sensitivity of the artist. He
praised Professor Ray Bolluck as one
whose influence was instrumental in
getting him to Taylor and into the art
program here.

Coming Soon!
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Taylor University
Please do business with them.

104 E. 4th St.
Marion, Ind.

(31 7) 662-2581

With a $40.00 Purchase of
Photographs, You will Re
ceive 8 Wallets Free.
4411 S. Adams
Marion, Ind.

(317) 674-8566

Top Quality Name Brands.
Finest & Largest Furniture
Store in Grant County.
40% Off Suggested Retail.
KAY'S PIZZA

VOU MUST SHOW CARD FOR DISCOUNT?^
Card Effective Oct., 1982 • Oct., 1984

BELL GALLERY OF
PHOTOGRAPHIC ART

VILLAGE FURNITURE

This card has been provided
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Worship at 9:00a.m. and 11:00 a.m.
Van pick-up at all dorms 8:45, 10:00, 10:45
October 10 - "Morning Has Broken"
Ronald F. VerLee, Pastor
Washington at Grant

/

DR. ROBERT A. HUTCHINSON
Optometrist

207 E. 4th St.'
Marion, Ind.

(317) 662-6648

Special Consideration.
BIG TOP DELI

Entrance No. 2, North Park
Mall, Marion, Ind.

BUSINESS MACHINE
CLINIC, INC.

313 S. Nebraska
Marion, Ind.
(317) 664-6285

Sales - Service - Supplies.
15% Discount on Typewriter
Service, Ribbons and
Equipment.

(317) 664-7969

32 Sandwiches -10 Subma
rines -12 Salads. Specializing
in Taco & Naucho Salads.
10% Discount.

CRAIG & FRIENDS
FOR HAIR

PHILSTRANSMISSION INC.

1529 E. 38th St.
Marion, Ind.

"It's an Old Fashioned Place,
Not New, But Just Good,
Good Food."
10% Discount on Pizza Only.

All Makes & Models. Finan
cing Available. Service Since
1966.
10% Discount.

(317) 674-3459

SERVICEMASTER
OF MARION

P.O. Box 803
Marion, Ind.

(317) 668-8941

Professional Cleaning. Car-^
pets. Furniture, Floors,
Specialty Services.
20% Discount.
NAKED FURNITURE

1325 W.7th
Marion, Ind.

210 South way Blvd. E.
Kokomo, Ind.

108 E. Berry St.
Upland, Ind.

America's Largest Unfinished
Furniture Specialists.
15% Discount on All Regular
Priced Items

(317) 662-0656

120 E. Main
Gas City, Ind.'

(317) 674-7731
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Upland United Methodist Church

Balloons . . / They
brighten your day!

\

behalf; and Sports Update, an indepth
look at Taylor sports and how our
teams are faring in the conference.
WTUC's expanded production fa
cilities are a new addition this year
also. After 11/2 year" of planning, the
basic components of our production
studio are being put together. This
will enable us to produce more earn
pus-originated programs and help the
station to better train its staff for pos
sible future jobs.
This year promises to be a fun and
exciting one for WTUC. A campus ra
dio station only works if the students
are willing to give their time and ef
fort to make it run. There are still
openings on the disc jockey staff. If
you are interested in joining us con
tact myself or Dave Calderhead. With
everyone's help we can make this
WTUC's best year ever.

JtEDKEN- Family Hair Care Center

Balloon Bouquets, Bal
loon Trees ana Air Bas
kets for any occasion
Singing telegrams too!
Talking Balloons $3.50

109 N. 1st Gas City
by K. Marshall
Turn Right at 1st St. Stop
"The
arts
embody
all
other
aspects
of
sue,
that
of
the
artist's
motive.
"Art
The current art exhibit in the
light
liberal
arts,
one's
appreciative
value
without
a
testimony
is
dead,"
Randy
Chronicle-Tribune Art Gallery is an
Mon-Sat.: 9:30-5:30
assortment of pictorials, jewelry and of art can either be negative or posi replied, pointing out that his own work
Phone: 674-3103
reflects
himself
in
a
distinctive
man
tive,
but
it
will
be."
.
ceramic pieces done by the Assistant
Free delivery to Taylor
We then discussed the creative as ner.

Security Director at Taylor, Randy
Smith.1
In a recent interview he spoke can
didly about his background in the
arts, and about some particularly in
teresting concepts in aesthetics. His
educational background includes a
B.A. in Art Education at Taylor. He is
now working on an M.A. at Ball State.
He talked about his childhood ex
periences in the East Appalachian
Mountains and their influences on his
Work today. "I'm more intrigued with
tee technical aspects of art rather
tean art itself," he commented.
His techinical expertise has been
good for him too. To date, he has had
teree shows in different banks in the
Munice, Delaware County area. He
has done illustrations for the CincinatK Historical Society, Avis Corporation
nnd Taylor University. He also has a
card series out through Midwest
Scenes.
"I'm interested in what makes art
art." he said in response to a question
about the relationship between art
a°d a Christian Liberal Arts school.

but for the Christian Contemporary,
so here's to you, Taylor -100% Chris
tian Contemporary Music.
The news will be different this year
too. Under the direction of News Di
rector Duane Beeson, the news will fo
cus primarily on campus events. This
will include more interviews with
members of the administration, pro
fessors, and students. There will also
be room for some editorial comments.
Dave Calderhead, Operations and
Program Director for WTUC, brings
to the station his experience and in
sights into program producing. Gone
are the weekly pre-taped programs
that we received in the mail. Say hello
to a new generation of campus-origi
nated programs. Two new shows this
year are: From the President's Desk,
an interview program with Dr. Gregg
Lehman addressing issues of student
concerns and projects that he and his
staff are working on for the student's

(317) 998-7182

$5.00 for Hair Cut it Style.

(317) 455-0130

Watch for Yours!
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Sports
Taylor Wins Fourth
Straight District Title
For the fourth straight year the
Taylor Trojan tennis team captured
the NAIA District 21 championship.
They totaled 18 points, followed by
Marion and goshen with 15 each. The
win sends the Trojan team to Kansas
City for the national tournament in
June.
Early round wins by Taylor's low
er rated players greatly helped to
gain some valuable points. Phil Nor
ton and Mark Levesque both ad
vanced to the singles semifinals and
teamed up to make it to the doubles

semifinals, all on Saturday. Norton and Levesque were matched against
was matched against Marion's Ron their familiar rivals Sparks and De
Sparks, who was undefeated in his Silva from Marion, who were the toplast 15 matches. Norton outlasted seeded team, Norton and Levesque
Sparks 6-3, 1-6, 6-2, to advance to the avenged an earlier season loss by
finals, Levesque went up against beating the Marion team 7-5, 7-5. The
Chammika DeSilva from Marion in Taylor pair could not pull out the
his semifinal match. DeSilva, the de championship, however, as they lost
fending champion and winner of 38 to Goshen's Jeff Stoltzfus and Steve
consecutive matches, beat Levesque Yoder 7-6, 6-4.
6-1, 6-1. DeSilva then went on to win
Taylor defends its Hoosier-buckhis second straight singles title by de  eye Conference title Friday and Sat
feating Phil Norton 7-5, 6-0.
urday, October 8 and 9 in Bluffton.
In the doubles semifinals Norton Ohio.

Field Hockey
Does it Again!
by Sue LeMaster
Last weekend was a long weekend
for the field hockey team as they trav
eled to Miami University of Ohio on
Friday for a 4 p.m. game and then to
Goshen for a 1:30 p.m. game Saturday
against Calvin College. In comparing
the 2 games, it looked like two entirely
different teams playing.
Friday's game was long, hot and
very exhausting for the girls, and
their playing showed it. They didn't
get any shots off the entire game, al
though play did take place at both
ends of the field. Miami, however,
managed to score 8, with the final
score being 8-0. Deena Martinelli was
the hero of the game, saving many
more balls from going in. This was
her first game back as goalie after
having a soft cast taken off a very
badly sprained ankle only 2 days ear
lier. Deena is a freshman and has nev
er played goalie before, but with a
background in soccer has done an out
standing job. Coaches from other
teams have commented on her super
performance.

With Friday's game in the past, the
team traveled to Goshen to play Cal
vin College of Michigan. Taylor domi
nated the game, everyone working
together to produce outstanding
teamwork. Everyone was where they
needed to be at the right time except
when it came to scoring. Taylor had
twice as many shots on the goal, but
as it always seems, there was an invi
sible shield keeping them from going
in.
The game remained scoreless
going into the second half. Mid-way
through the second half, Diane Kammerdienez was right in there to drive
the ball in for a goal. This is the senior
student teacher's second year of hock
ey and a very well earned goal. The
rest of the game went much the same
way, with a few extra heart beats
when Calvin would head toward our
goal. But try as theymight, calvin
couldn't pull it off and the Trojanes
remained on top for the win, 1-0.
The Trojanes record now stands at
2-4 and they hope to continue improv
ing it as they continue through the rest
of the season.

Running Rules:

1. Taylor's
<
Taylors cross country
course
will be running course.
2. Males will run the total 5 miles.
3. Females will run 2.5 miles.
4. Flags mark the corss country
course.
Blue - straight ahead
Red - left turn
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Road
Race
Results
Sunday afternoon, October 3 was a
banner day for several Taylor stu
dents and alumni. A local 5000 meter
(3.1 miles) and .10,000 meter (6.2
miles) road race was held'at Wes-Del
High School in Muncie. Bob Scheerer
placed in both events bringing home
two plaques. Beth Rohrer placed first
in her division with a time of 23:05 for
5000 meters. Chris Lymberopoulos
took third in her division in 5000 meter
event. Barb Metzger, 1979 Taylor
graduate, placed first in her division
of the 10,000 meter race. Anyone inter
ested in participating in a 5000 meter
race on Oct. 10 or a 5 mile race on Oct.
17 should contact Bob Scheerer at 9986052 for more details.
Applications for the first annual
Marion Marathon can be obtained
from Bob Scheerer. The date for the
marathon is Saturday, November 13.
Anyone seriously attempting to run in
the marathon should begin to train for
it immediately. High mileage runs
are strongly encouraged.

Iron Man/ Iron woman
Competition Rules
1. This event will start promptly at
4 p.m. on Friday, October 15.
2. All participants are to report in
at 3:30 p.m. to the area in front of the
Chapel/Auditorium. Rules and an
swering of questions will take place at
this time.
3. All participants must be a grad
uate of Taylor University or currently
a student at Taylor.
4. The bike race will start first, fol
lowed by the running race.
5. Prizes will be given to the top
three finishers in the men's and wom
en's category and to the oldest alumnist who finishes.
6. ICC points will be awarded to the
class of the 1st and 2nd place winners.

i

Yellow - rit ;ht turn
5. Always 1teep the flags on your
right.
Who will be Taylor's new Ironman
and Ironwoman? Why not come on out
and give it a try! If you have any ques
tions, contact Cylinda at ext. 297 or
Mike Harlan Ext. 361.

Photo by Jeff Raymond
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by Jeff Raymond
For three quarters the Taylor Tro
jan football team seemed to have a
lack of spirit. They generated little of
fense and their defense had already
given up twenty-seven points. The
fourth quarter was a complete turn
around, however, as the Trojans
made a very enthusiastic comeback.
The time ran out on Taylor though,
and the Wilmington Quakers held on
to win 27-20.
Neither team moved the ball well
in the first quarter. Most of the time it
was three downs and then punt for
both teams. Taylor once got the ball in
good field position on the Wilmington
forty-four yard line, but fumbled it
away three plays later. Rollin Ford,
the Trojan quarterback, also threw an
interception in the first quarter.
The tempo picked up a bit in the
second quarter as Wilmington drove
down the field, but their field goal at
tempt was not good. Taylor later took
over on their own six yard line and
moved down the field with help from a
forty yard pass to Randy Youst and a
twenty yard throw to Scott Houck.
Troy Silvernale eventually came and
kicked a thirty-four yard field goal to
give the Trojans their only lead of the
game at 3-0. Wilmington quarterback
Jim Sposet then took over and threw
for sixty-six yards out of a seventy-six
yard drive that culminated in a touch
down to make the score 7-3. The Quak
ers got the ball right back after a punt
by Taylor and drove fifty-six yards to
score with only five seconds remain-

• 1' ? t"

ing. The extra point was no good so
the halftime score was 13-3. Jim Spo
set tore up the Trojan defense in the
second quarter by completing 13 of 25
passes for 136 yards.
The third quarter started out good
for the Trojans as they moved the ball
on their first possession and Troy Sil
vernale kicked a twenty-nine yard
field goal to cut the Wilmington lead
to 13-6. After that however, the third
quarter belonged to the quakers. A
Taylor fumble on their own nineteen
yard line set up a touchdown to give
Wilmington a 20-6 lead. Shortly af
terwards Gary Worthy ran across
from four yards out for his third
touchdown of the day and made the
score 27-6. Another drive was stopped
in the third quarter when Don Sauer of
Taylor intercepted a pass on the four
yard line.
Just when things looked impossible
for the Trojans they came alive and
dominated the fourth quarter. Tom
Lewinski came in as quarterback and
led Taylor downfield. He completed a
seven yard touchdown pass to Mark
Wilkerson to make the score 27-13.
The defense also got touch in the final
period as they held Wilmington to only
fifteen total yards of offense. The next
drive by Taylor was stalled after two
consecutive sacks, but the defense
held again and with 4:16 minutes re
maining Tom Lewinski hit Randy
Youst in the end zone for a thirty-five
yard touchdown pass. The score was
now 27-20 and there was enough time
left to score again if the Trojan de

Bike Rules:

Bike Route:

The Juniors triumph in last Saturday's ICC "War-Ball" competition, gaining 100 inter-class points.

If you aren't getting the most out of reaches the last standing person, he/
your Taylor experience, then you she stands one yard away from that
probably aren't involved in class com person.
petitions. Well, don't forget, tomor
4. The sixteenth person will cross
row is another chance. You can the 50 yard line and terminate the
compete in the exciting and hilarious event.
"Under the Legs Dash," during half5. A member of a team cannot be
time of tomorrow's Manchester gin to crawl until the member before
game.
is standing at the end of the line.
Now if that doesn't get you wound,
6. One judge will be watching each
then you're already over the hill and team, and these four judges will sig
fun no longer interests you, but for nal to the announcer's box if any rules
those of you that plan to take advan are violated.
tage of the event, here are the rules:
7. No points will be awarded to a
1. 16 members from each class will team that has been disqualified.
form the teams.
8. Points are awarded as follows:
2. The first member of each team
first -100 points
stands on the 35 yard line closest to
second - 75 points
the field house.
third - 50 points
3. Each following member will
fourth - 25 points
crawl under the legs of those mem
P.S. watch for the demonstration
bers already standing. When he/ she in the D.C. tonight at 5:30.
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Photo by Jeff Raymond

fense could hold. On a big third and
one play the defense threw Wilming
ton for a loss to force a punt and Tay
lor got the ball on the Quaker fortynine yard line because of a personal
foul on a Wilmington player. There
was now 2:37 minutes left in the
game. Tom Lewinski was forced out
of the pocket the first few plays, but
managed to scramble for a first down.
Two first down passes then put the
ball on the Wilmington eight yard line
with less than a minutre to play. After
Lewinski scrambled out of bounds for
no gain and Mark Bowell picked up
tow yards the Trojans called their last
time out with ten seconds remaining
and the ball on the six yard line. There
turned out to be not last second hero
ics, however, as the center snap was
mishandled and the time ran out on
the Trojans. Tom Lewinski had a good
fourth quarter for Taylor as he com
pleted 9 of 15 passes for 132 yards.
This total more than doubled the first
three quarters of passing yardage.
Despite having lost 27-20 to Wil
mington, which is one of the top twen
ty rated teams in the nation, the
Taylor football team were still "win
ners" in my opinion. Many teams
would have given up when trailing 276 and things not working well. The
Trojans came back though, and kept
fighting till the final buzzer sounded.
Although the Wilmington game will
not be chalked up in the win column it
proved that the Taylor Trojan football
club has a lot of poise and character.

Soccer Club News
by Michael Mishler
Taylor's Soccer Club traveled to
Fort Wayne a week ago Tuesday, Sep
tember 28, to play Concordia Luther
an Seminary. Taylor came home
victorious 5-2, extending their overall
record to 2-1.
Taylor started quickly, Dave
Granger taking a pass through the de
fense and beating the goalie, 1-0 Tay
lor. On the ensueing kick-off the ball
was dropped back to a Concordia de
fender. Dave Granger beat the de
fender to the ball and scored by taking
it in again. Taylor was ahead 2-0 after
six and a half minutes of play.
Taylor kept pushing the ball upfield on offense and before long it was
3-0, Ralph Poyo getting the goal on a
long, sizzling shot into the upper left
hand corner of the goal. Concordia
was by this time air demoralized.
Taylor, however, was not finished

ICC This Week "Under the
Legs Dash"
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Trojan Comeback Falls Short

1. No drifting - This will be re
inforced by each participant.
2. Passing can only be done when
there is plenty of room and it is not
done in such a way that the safety of
the participants are at stake.
3. Helmets must be worn at all
times while riding. (They will be pro
vided. )
4. Males will ride approximately 25
miles.
5. Females will ride approximately
12.5 miles.
6. Each contestant is responsible
for his/her own bike.
1. Begin in front of the chapel; pro
ceed south around campus loop mak
ing one complete loop and then head
down road between D/C and gym.
2. Left on 900 E. to Hwy 26 (700S.)
3. Left on 26 - crossing over Hwy 22
to second road on right (1100 E.)
4. Right on 1100 E. to 3rd road on
right (1000 S.)
5. Right on 1000 S. back to Hwy 22.
6. Right on 22 back to T.U.
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Trojane Volleyball
Breaks Even
by Sue LeMaster
The Volleyball team has had a
busy schedule, coming out with a 50-50
record of 4 wins and 4 losses. The fol
lowing is an accumulation of their
matches, scores and top apikers and
servers.
Sept. 21 Huntington College 15-7;
8-15; 15-10
Becky Kittleson (Sr.) and
Rhonda Gentis (Sr.) top
spikers
Colleen Wild (Jr.) and
Becky Kittleson - top
servers
Sept. 25 Purdue Calumet 15-3; 7-15;
14-16
Tracy Bane (Fr.) top
spiker
Colleen Wild and Tracy
Bane top servers
St. Xavier 13-15; 15-0; 1015
Karen Garrett (Jr.) and
Becky Kittleson top spik
ers
Colleen Wild top server
Sept. 29 Earlham (3 out of 5) 15-3 ; 1315; 8-15; 15-7; 15-12

Karen Garrett and Col
leen Wild top spikers
Colleen Wild and Tracy
Bane top servers
Oct. 2 Goshen 8-15; 7-15
(At IUPU Heidi Ison (Jr.) and Col
leen Wild top spikers and
servers
in Ft. Huntington 15-11; 15-0
Wayne) Colleen Wild and Rhonda
Gentis top spikers
Sharon Christman (Fr.)
and Rhonda Gentis top
servers
IUPU at Ft. Wayne 3-15;
17-15; 5-15
Colleen Wild and Rhonda
Gentis top spikers
Sharon Christman (Fr.)
and Rhonda Gentis top
servers
The team has a little while to rest and
collect their thoughts as their next
game isn't until October 12 at TriState against Tri-State and Hillsdale
of Michigan, who were the regional
champs last year. Of course don't for
get their first home match on Satur
day of Homecoming weekend.

scoring again as Ralph Poyo scored
on an identical shot to the one he un
corked before, Halftime score was
Taylor 4, Concordia 0.
As the second 45 minutes started
Concordia mdde it known they
weren't about to give up. They out
hustled a flat Taylor team and man
aged to get goals on two different oc
casions, narrowing the score to 4-2.
Taylor decided it was about time to
wake up, gaining their momentum
back as Yusufu Dankaro took a cross
from the left side and deposited the
insurance goal making the final score
5-2, Taylor.
Taylor plays Concordia again this
Saturday, October 9. Plans as to the
location of the game are being fi
nalized. Please watch the "News-ofthe-Day" for more information. Come
out and cheer your Soccer Club on to
victory.

Sportsworld
by Jeff Raymond
On Sunday, September 26, I had
the great experience of turning on the
television and seeing a rerun of last
year's Super Bowl. When I switched
the channel I found that I could also
watch an exciting game of Canadian
Football. The next week (Oct. 3) an
other choice was added to the T.V.
schedule. Big time (ha!) Division III
college football was being shown. Why
has Sunday television changed so
much lately? Because the profession
al football players have gone on
strike.
Why did the NFL players go on
strike? They are not getting paid
enough, of course. After all, the NFL's
average salary is only about $90,000 a
year for about six months of work.
The players are asking the owners to
put 50% of their profit from T.V. ap
pearances back into a fund for the
players. This, along with a few other
deposits, would come to about $1.6 bil
lion in the next four years. This seems
logical; I mean wouldn't you ask your
boss to give you part of his profit on
top of your regular salary? The play
ers want everyone to have a base sala
ry that would be based on the number
of years played. Bonuses would then
be added for such things as Pro Bowl
appearances. At the end of each year
the players would vote on the top 272

performers, some from each position
and they all receive a $20, 625 bonus
272 players is equivalent to about six
full teams. Playoff teams would also
receive an even bigger bonus than
they do now. A wild card team that
wins the Super Bowl would divide up
more than $4 million, or about $80,000
per player.
I think the NFL Players are way
out of line with their demands. They
complain that baseball and basketball
players get paid more than them. I
think this only means that baseball
and basketball players are even more
overpaid than football players. The
base salary based on years in the
league that the players want is totally
ridiculous since a six year sub would
be getting paid considerably more
than a second year starter. Bonuses
based on individual performances are
all right, but they should not be
stressed since football is a team sport.
As far as I am concerned, life will
go just fine without seeing may pro
fessional football on Sunday af
ternoons. I will be content with
watching college football and seeing
players who are playing for the thrill
of competition and not someone who is
counting how many tackles he made
or how many yards he rushed for so he
can ask for a raise in pay.

